
 MINUTES

CIVIL RULES ADVISORY COMMITTEE

NOVEMBER 3, 2016

1 The Civil Rules Advisory Committee met at the Administrative
2 Office of the United States Courts  on November 3, 2016. (The
3 meeting was scheduled to carry over to November 4, but all business
4 was concluded by the end of the day on November 3.) Participants
5 included Judge John D. Bates, Committee Chair, and Committee
6 members John M. Barkett, Esq.; Elizabeth Cabraser, Esq.; Judge
7 Robert Michael Dow, Jr.; Judge Joan N. Ericksen; Parker C. Folse,
8 Esq.; Professor  Robert H. Klonoff; Judge Sara Lioi; Judge Scott M.
9 Matheson, Jr.; Hon. Benjamin C. Mizer; Judge Brian Morris; Justice

10 David E. Nahmias; Judge Solomon Oliver, Jr.; Virginia A. Seitz,
11 Esq.; and Judge Craig B. Shaffer. Professor Edward H. Cooper
12 participated as Reporter, and Professor Richard L. Marcus
13 participated as Associate Reporter. Judge David G. Campbell, Chair,
14 and Professor Daniel R. Coquillette, Reporter, represented the
15 Standing Committee.  Judge A. Benjamin Goldgar participated as
16 liaison from the Bankruptcy Rules Committee. Laura A. Briggs, Esq.,
17 the court-clerk representative, also participated (by telephone).
18 The Department of Justice was further represented by Joshua
19 Gardner, Esq.. Rebecca A. Womeldorf, Esq. (Rules Committee
20 Officer), Lauren Gailey, Esq., and Julie Wilson, Esq., represented
21 the Administrative Office. Judge Jeremy Fogel and Dr. Emery G. Lee
22 attended for the Federal Judicial Center. Observers included Joseph
23 D. Garrison, Esq. (National Employment Lawyers Association); Alex
24 Dahl, Esq.(Lawyers for Civil Justice); Professor Simona Grossi;
25 Brittany Kauffman, Esq. (IAALS); William T. Hangley, Esq. (ABA
26 Litigation Section liaison); Frank Sylvestri (American College of
27 Trial Lawyers); Derek Webb, Esq.; Ted Hirt, Esq.; Ariana Tadler,
28 Esq.; John Vail, Esq.; Valerie M. Nannery, Esq.; Henry Kelston,
29 Esq.; and Julie Yap, Esq.

30 HEARING

31 Business began with a hearing on proposed amendments published
32 for comment in August 2016. Judge Bates announced the time that
33 would be available to each witness, and thanked them all for
34 attending and providing their insights and suggestions.

35 Eleven witnesses testified. The hearing ran through the
36 morning to noon. A full transcript is available at uscourts.gov.

37 COMMITTEE MEETING

38 Judge Bates began the Committee meeting by introducing new
39 member Judge Sara Lioi of Akron in the Northern District of Ohio.
40 He also welcomed Judge David G. Campbell, who is returning to
41 Committee meetings in his new role as Chair of the Standing
42 Committee. Judge A. Benjamin Goldgar is the new liaison from the
43 Bankruptcy Rules Committee. And Lauren Gailey, the new Rules Law
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44 Clerk, is attending her first Civil Rules Committee meeting.

45 Judge Bates reminded the Committee that proposed amendments to
46 Rules 5, 23, 62, and 65.1 were published for comment last August.
47 The Committee will consider all the testimony and comments; the
48 work will start with review in the Rule 23 Subcommittee, and in the
49 Rule 62 Subcommittees if there is a substantial level of comment on
50 Rules 62 and 65.1.  He also noted that the Rule 65.1 proposal "came
51 about late in the game." Discussion in the Standing Committee of
52 amendments to Appellate Rule 8 that were proposed to mesh with the
53 Rule 62 proposals suggested the value of making parallel revisions
54 to Rule 65.1. Publication was approved by the Standing Committee,
55 subject to this Committee’s action by an e-mail vote that approved
56 publication.

57 Judge Bates also noted a misadventure that occurred on the way
58 to implementing the amendment of Rule 4(m) to add Rule 4(h)(2) to
59 the list of service provisions excluded from the 90-day presumptive
60 limit on the time to serve. The amendment was published for
61 comment, approved, and adopted by the Supreme Court in a form that
62 failed to take account of the December 1, 2015 amendment that added
63 service of a notice under Rule 71.1(d)(3)(A) to the exemptions.
64 There was never any intent to delete the exemption for Rule
65 71.1(d)(3)(A) notices. It was hoped that because nothing had been
66 done to strike Rule 71.1(d)(3)(A) from Rule 4(m), the back-to-back
67 amendments could remain in effect. But the Office of Law Revision
68 Counsel has concluded that, assuming approval of the 2016 proposal,
69 the safe course will be to show Rule 4(m) without Rule
70 71.1(d)(3)(A) in rule text as of December 1, 2016, with a footnote
71 pointing out that the exemption for Rule 71.1(d)(3)(A) notices has
72 not been removed. The correct full rule text will be submitted to
73 the Judicial Conference in March 2017, with the expectation that it
74 can be transmitted to the Supreme Court and will be adopted in time
75 to become part of the official rule text on December 1, 2017. This
76 problem illustrates the risk of inadvertent oversights when
77 amendments of the same rule are pursued in close sequence. New
78 administrative systems will be adopted to guard against like
79 mistakes in the future.

80 Judge Bates further reported that the September Judicial
81 Conference meeting approved the Expedited Procedures and Mandatory
82 Initial Discovery Pilot Projects. Current developments in these
83 projects will be discussed later in the meeting.

84 Ongoing efforts to educate bench and bar in the 2015 discovery
85 amendments were also described. Two FJC workshops have been devoted
86 to them, emphasizing the practical skills of case management more
87 than the details of the rules texts. Presentations have been made
88 at several circuit conferences. John Barkett and Judge Paul Grimm
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89 are involved in an ABA webinar. And the discovery rules are
90 included in the topics covered by an ABA road show on motion
91 management by judges.

92 April 2016 Minutes

93 The draft Minutes of the April 2016 Committee meeting were
94 approved without dissent, subject to correction of typographical
95 and similar errors.

96 Report of the Administrative Office

97 The Administrative Conference of the United States is studying
98 appeals to the courts in Social Security cases. They are concerned
99 by disparate and at times high rates of reversals in different
100 courts around the country. A subcommittee is considering a
101 recommendation to suggest a court rule to establish uniform
102 practices. But consideration also is being given to the prospect
103 that "judicial education" may be an appropriate means of addressing
104 whatever problems may be found.

105 The immediate question is whether it would be desirable to
106 become involved with the Administrative Conference while their work
107 remains in its early and mid-stream phases. The Deputy Director of
108 the Administrative Office and the Counselor to the Chief Justice
109 are members of the Administrative Conference and could be a natural
110 communications channel.

111 Discussion began by observing that the Committee has long been
112 wary of departing from the general practice of focusing on
113 transsubstantive rules. Adopting subject-specific rules, carving
114 out what may seem to be special interests, involves special risks.
115 It may be difficult to acquire sufficiently deep knowledge of
116 specific problems in particular substantive areas. Starting down
117 this road will inevitably generate requests to adopt other
118 substance-specific rules for other topics.

119 One way to avoid the substance-specific problem would be to
120 adopt a more general provision. During the work that led to the
121 2010 amendments of Rule 56, the Rule 56 Subcommittee considered the
122 possibility of adapting Rule 56 — or perhaps a new Rule 56.1 — to
123 cover review on an administrative record. The standard of review
124 generally looks for substantial evidence on the record considered
125 as a whole. Only unusual circumstances will call for taking new
126 evidence in the reviewing court; district courts, when they are the
127 first line of review, function in much the same way as a court of
128 appeals does when it is the first line of review. The question was
129 put aside as ranging beyond the purposes that launched the Rule 56
130 project, and from a sense that courts are managing well as it is.
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131 This approach could be revived. A rule could address all review on
132 an administrative record, if further study shows that a common
133 approach is suitable. The proposal might be limited to review of
134 federal administrative agencies, perhaps with some questions about
135 distinguishing agencies from executive-branch entities. Or it might
136 be broadened to include the special circumstances that may bring
137 review of a state administrative decision on for review by a
138 federal court on the state agency’s record. So too it might be
139 appropriate to consider the question whether review on ERISA
140 records might be included, or even proceedings to confirm or set
141 aside an arbitral award. The project, in short, could be expanded,
142 but also could be confined to first-line review of traditional
143 federal agencies.

144 General discussion followed, addressed to uncertainties about
145 identifying the courts with unusually high reversal rates on Social
146 Security review. There also was uncertainty as to the criteria that
147 might be used to determine what reversal rates might be
148 appropriate. The idea that a Civil Rule might undertake to
149 articulate a standard of review, whether for a particular agency or
150 more generally, was thought unattractive.

151 The discussion closed with agreement that Judge Bates and
152 Rebecca Womeldorf should consider further the question whether it
153 may be desirable to find a means of informal consultation with the
154 Administrative Conference while their work remains in a formative
155 stage.

156 Five Year Committee "Jurisdiction" Review

157 Judge Bates introduced a Questionnaire provided by
158 Administrative Office Director Duff that, once every five years,
159 asks for a review of Committee jurisdiction. The answers to the
160 questions seem straight-forward for the Civil Rules Committee. But
161 Committee members are urged to review the questions, and to send on
162 to Judge Bates any thoughts that may suggest a non-routine answer.
163 All suggestions and questions are welcome.

164 Rule 30(b)(6)

165 Judge Bates introduced the Rule 30(b)(6) discussion by noting
166 that the Rule 30(b)(6) Subcommittee has been hard at work since it
167 was appointed. Its work has included two conference calls; Notes on
168 the calls are included in the agenda materials. Rule 30(b)(6) was
169 studied carefully ten years ago, in response to a detailed
170 memorandum provided by a New York State Bar committee. The
171 conclusion then was that although there may be problems in the way
172 Rule 30(b)(6) is implemented, they do not seem amenable to
173 effective amelioration by new rule text. Questions have continued
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174 to be raised by bar groups, however. The most recent submission
175 came from a number of members of the ABA Litigation Section. Their
176 request for study is not a Section recommendation, but it details
177 several questions that have persisted over the years. The immediate
178 question is whether there is a sufficient prospect of developing
179 helpful rule amendments to justify continued work by the
180 Subcommittee.

181 Judge Ericksen introduced the Subcommittee Report by
182 emphasizing, in bold and capitals, that no decisions have been
183 made. A set of detailed Rule 30(b)(6) provisions is included in the
184 agenda materials. But "this is a pencil-scratch draft." The
185 Subcommittee has been at work only for a short while. But there
186 have been repeated cries of anguish over the years. "Are there
187 things that judges do not see?" The Subcommittee believes that
188 continued study is worthwhile, recognizing that it may lead to
189 recommendations for big changes, for modest changes, or no rule-
190 text changes at all.

191 The inquiry will include finding out what is going on at the
192 bar. Apart from traditional law review literature, it will be
193 useful to find out what lawyers are saying to lawyers through CLE
194 programs. Other sources of lawyer information also may be found. Do
195 they show a troubling level of gamesmanship?

196 Professor Marcus introduced the draft provisions by
197 emphasizing again that they are all tentative. Outreach to the
198 profession may help. And it may help to look back at the
199 information gathered more than a decade ago. A list of possibly
200 promising ideas was developed. Bar groups were asked to comment.
201 The detailed summary of the comments remains available and will be
202 studied. Repeating the outreach process may again be useful.

203 As already suggested, it will help to get a better fix on CLE
204 materials. Case law will be studied, including cases dealing with
205 the circumstances that might justify treating a witness’s testimony
206 on behalf of an entity as the entity’s own "judicial admission." A
207 survey of local rules will show whether there are any that deal
208 with the kinds of questions that have been raised by bar groups. It
209 also may be possible to find standing orders that address some of
210 these questions. One example is included in the agenda materials.

211 The Subcommittee has brought focus to its initial work by
212 developing a list of 16 questions, set out at pages 101 to 103 of
213 the agenda materials. Many of them derive from the suggestions of
214 bar groups. These issues are tested by the tentative rules drafts.

215 One question is whether providing new specific rule text is an
216 effective way to address these questions. An alternative approach,
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217 sketched at the end of the rules drafts, is to emphasize case
218 management by minor revisions of Rule 16(b) or Rule 26(f).

219 A Subcommittee member said that the work already done shows
220 there are recurring problems that increase cost and delay. Unlike
221 many problems, these do not seem to come to courts often in forms
222 that generate published opinions. "At least in commercial
223 litigation the problems arise all the time." And when the problems
224 do get to a judge, the responses are not uniform. "But it is hard
225 to know whether we can make it better by rule." The list of issues
226 includes many that deserve careful thought. Rules, or default
227 rules, could save a lot of the time that lawyers burn through now.
228 Continuing to develop specific rule language is a good way to test
229 the possibilities.

230 Judge Ericksen directed discussion to a specific question
231 framed by alternative drafts at page 110 of the agenda materials.
232 Both deal with submitting exhibits that may be used at the
233 deposition before the deposition happens. The first alternative
234 requires the party noticing the deposition to provide the deponent
235 organization "all" exhibits that may be used. The other simply says
236 that the party noticing the deposition "may" provide exhibits, and
237 that if exhibits are provided the organization must prepare the
238 witness to testify about the exhibits or, alternatively, the topics
239 raised by the exhibits. Either alternative may help to make clear
240 the nature of the "matters" specified for examination in the
241 notice. And either could reduce the risk that the designated
242 witness will be ill-prepared.

243 A related question was asked: need this part of the rule
244 address requests that the witness produce documents?

245 A Subcommittee member observed that most Rule 30(b)(6)
246 opinions deal with claims that the witness has not been adequately
247 prepared. Poor preparation may flow from notices that list too many
248 topics, or from poor definition of the topics. Providing exhibits
249 in advance  will clarify the matters for examination. But requiring
250 advance notice of all documents may defeat the opportunity to use
251 surprise to advantage. The permissive alternative, on the other
252 hand, simply blesses and emphasizes something that a party can do
253 now, and may wish to do to achieve the advantages of clarity and
254 better preparation.

255 The alternative drafts for advance notice of deposition
256 exhibits were characterized as "a big change," with a question
257 whether there is any information about this practice? Both has it
258 been done, and has it been done successfully?

259 Professor Marcus observed that the more detail we build into
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260 the rule, the more elaborate it will become. Both of the drafts on
261 providing advance notice of exhibits include a provision for
262 submission a definite time, not yet specified, before the
263 deposition. Other drafts include time periods, as for objecting to
264 the notice. "If we have successive time periods, we get into
265 increasing regimentation." These potential complications underscore
266 the importance of getting a sense whether Rule 30(b)(6) is causing
267 problems across the board. And they likewise underscore the need to
268 consider whether other approaches may be better than attempting
269 detailed regulation by rule text.

270 A similar observation was that rule provisions can help by
271 provoking occasions for the parties to meet and confer.

272 The concern about poor preparation of witnesses designated to
273 testify for the organization was met by a counter: Often the party
274 that notices the deposition is poorly prepared. "Can we shape a
275 rule to encourage preparation on both sides?"

276 The general question recurred: "There are problems. But are
277 there uniform answers? Or is it better to leave them to resolution
278 on a case-by-case basis?"

279 A Subcommittee member responded that there is room for both
280 approaches — rules provisions can address the most common problems,
281 while case management also should be encouraged. "Tossing it
282 amorphously into Rule 16(b) for discussion early in the case is not
283 likely to work for all cases." But it can help a lot when there is
284 a hands-on case-managing judge, working with lawyers who can
285 develop procedures for resolving future problems.

286 Another Subcommittee member observed that there are many
287 issues. "Many other Civil Rules have changed since Rule 30(b)(6)
288 was born." What does the experience of Committee members show?

289 One way to ask how other rules fit with Rule 30(b)(6) is to
290 ask whether it is different enough from other discovery rules that
291 it should be applied differently to nonparties.

292 The question of local rules recurred. A judge member noted
293 that he did not know of any local rules, but that he raises the
294 Rule 30(b)(6) question in scheduling conferences.

295 Another Committee member said that he sees many Rule 30(b)(6)
296 depositions as a litigator, in many courts around the country, and
297 has not encountered any local rules.

298 The Subcommittee noted that it does know of one standing order
299 used for Rule 30(b)(6) depositions by Judge Donato in the Northern
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300 District of California. It sets a limit of 10 matters for
301 examination, specifies the duration of examination of each person
302 designated, addresses the issue of combining the deposition of the
303 witness for the organization with deposition of the witness as an
304 individual, and specifies that the designated witness’s testimony
305 is never a "judicial admission." But this may be the only judge in
306 that court that follows that practice.

307 The same member also said that the draft for making objections
308 that appears on page 109 of the agenda materials "seems a really
309 nice innovation." An objection will trigger a meet-and-confer
310 session. The initial scheduling conference occurs too early to
311 enable the parties to anticipate the problems that may arise. A
312 system that encourages a meet-and-confer is a good thing.

313 Another Committee member noted the concern that the objection
314 procedure and the pre-deposition submission of exhibits will delay
315 the deposition by 30 to 90 days. Often Rule 30(b)(6) depositions
316 are designed to set the foundation for other discovery, and should
317 occur early in the litigation. Delay here will lead to delay in
318 other discovery. So time is allowed to make an objection after the
319 notice is served. Then time must be available to meet and confer.
320 Then time may be required for court assistance in ironing out
321 disputes the parties cannot manage to work out on their own.

322 One of the draft provisions prohibits deposition questions
323 that ask for an opinion or contention that relates to fact or the
324 application of law to fact. This language is drawn from Rule
325 33(a)(2), but as prohibition rather than permission. The aim is to
326 channel contention discovery into interrogatories or requests to
327 admit. The need arises from reports that Rule 30(b)(6) is often
328 used to attempt to get lay witnesses to bind an organization to
329 legal positions. A Committee member agreed, stating that his office
330 often sees Rule 30(b)(6) used as contention interrogatories would
331 be used.

332 Judge Campbell agreed that "these are recurring problems. We
333 could not find answers ten years ago. Rule 30(b)(6) depositions
334 occur in a majority of my cases — frequent use suggests they must
335 be useful." There seem to be a lot of conferences among the
336 lawyers, but they seem to figure out how to solve their problems
337 without coming to the court. "I see one or two of these disputes a
338 year." It would be good to be able to address these problems in a
339 way that is not case-specific. But it is difficult to know how
340 often rule text can successfully do that.

341 A Subcommittee member suggested "we may well come out of this
342 concluding to leave it alone." But the topic has been raised in
343 part because of the experience "of lawyers like me," and in part
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344 because of repeated entreaties from bar groups. We know Rule
345 30(b)(6) is useful. We know there are headaches. And we know that,
346 after howls of protest, lawyers struggle to work out their disputes
347 and often succeed. A simple example is provided by the questions of
348 how to count a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition with multiple witnesses
349 against the presumptive limit on the number of depositions, and how
350 to apply the 7-hour limit, whether to each witness or to the
351 organization as the single named deponent. The Committee Notes from
352 earlier years do not provide clear guidance. The rule could, for
353 example, provide that every 7 hours of deposition time counts as a
354 separate deposition against the presumptive limit to 10
355 depositions. That, in turn, would reduce the pressure to name only
356 a few witnesses for the organization for the purpose of reducing
357 the total amount of deposition time. A rule also could address the
358 problem of questions on matters not described in the notice.

359 A judge observed that the problems of counting numbers of
360 depositions and hours comes up between the parties. He has never
361 had the question presented for resolution by the court.

362 Reporter Coquillette observed that the advisory committees
363 often face the question whether reported problems are "real"
364 problems in the sense that they recur frequently. Some guidance can
365 be found in collective committee experience. And help also can be
366 sought from the Federal Judicial Center. "This is something the FJC
367 could look at." Emery Lee responded that the kinds of problems
368 reported with Rule 30(b)(6) rarely rise to the docket-sheet level.
369 It might be possible to learn something useful from an attorney
370 survey, but it is really difficult to do that.

371 Another Committee member suggested that it might be useful to
372 look at state laws.

373 Judge Ericksen responded that these difficulties provide the
374 motive to find out whether anything can be learned by surveying CLE
375 program materials. And she asked whether there are yet other
376 problems that are not covered by the drafts.

377 One suggestion was that, in part inspired by some state
378 practices, it is common to ask whether the rule should require the
379 organization to designate the "most knowledgeable person" as its
380 witness.

381 Joseph Garrison, speaking as liaison from the National
382 Employment Lawyers Association, reported an "optimistic view" of
383 Rule 30(b)(6). It is used all the time in employment cases. "We
384 never take problems to the court." To be sure, "employment cases
385 are not big commercial litigation," but they make up something on
386 the order of 15% of the civil docket. NELA gives many seminars on
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387 Rule 30(b)(6); they will be happy to share these materials with the
388 Committee as part of the survey of what CLE programs show.

389 Rule 30(b)(6) is used to start discovery, to get it all done
390 in the least expensive way. Individual employee plaintiffs live in
391 a world of asymmetrical information. In this world, the draft that
392 provides for objections to the deposition notice is a bad idea. "It
393 would take us back before the days of the employment-case discovery
394 protocol." "We learn a lot quickly if we have effective discovery
395 early in the case." The plaintiff has no documents and cannot be
396 made to show there is a claim before having an opportunity for
397 discovery.

398 Mr. Garrison further observed that if the Committee finds a
399 dearth of local rules, that is likely to be a sign that there are
400 not many problems. And the deposition testimony can be used at
401 trial, but it is subject to impeachment — it does not bind the
402 organization. "It is rare for a judge to deny a chance to correct
403 the record." In response to a question, he agreed that it can be
404 desirable to allow supplementation of the designated witness’s
405 deposition testimony. The question arises when an attempt is made
406 to bind the organization by the testimony — that’s when leave to
407 supplement is requested and is allowed. In response to a question
408 whether allowing supplementation encourages sloppy preparation of
409 the witness, he said "we prepare our witnesses." Supplementation
410 issues do arise with "I don’t know" responses, often when the
411 response is met by asking whether there is a way to find out an
412 answer. Often the answer is that yes, there is a way to find out.
413 Then there is supplementation. Designated witnesses in individual
414 employment cases should be well prepared. It may be different in
415 big commercial cases.

416 Responding to a further question, he said that reasons for the
417 "I don’t know" responses sometimes arise from poor notices that do
418 not adequately designate the matters for examination. "Sometimes it
419 is a tactic to not prepare." If you go to court, the court wants
420 the parties to work it out. The lawyers themselves often want to
421 work it out. "The point is to have an efficient deposition. Rule
422 30(b)(6) is efficient." But "you’re not going to cure bad lawyers
423 by a rule."

424 Responding to another question, Mr. Garrison said that
425 Connecticut state practice has no presumptive limit on the number
426 of depositions, and that may explain why they do not have fights
427 about whether to count an organization deposition according to the
428 number of designated witnesses. One example is provided in a letter
429 he prepared for the Committee, a case in which the employer claimed
430 that the decision to discharge the plaintiff was made by a
431 committee of ten. Counting each committee member’s deposition
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432 separately would exhaust the presumptive limit set in Rule
433 30(a)(2)(A)(i).

434 He responded to another question by agreeing that there are
435 some useful ideas in the Subcommittee drafts. But it is not clear
436 that they need to be incorporated in rule provisions.

437 Further discussion echoed the point that a party noticing a
438 Rule 30(b)(6) deposition is trying to figure out what sources of
439 information exist, and may supplement that by asking for production
440 at the deposition. The lower-level provision that would simply
441 allow the party noticing the deposition to deliver exhibits before
442 the deposition by a stated time before the deposition leaves an
443 open question: suppose the exhibits are delivered after that time,
444 but still before the deposition? One answer was that they still
445 could be used, but do not command as much effect in arguments
446 whether the witness was properly prepared. This does tie to the
447 adequacy of preparation as measured by the clarity of the matters
448 designated for examination.

449 A Subcommittee member added that the draft rules crystallize
450 the thought. A party is free now to provide exhibits in advance of
451 the deposition. Putting it in the rule tells people they get the
452 advantage of greater particularity by taking this step.

453 This discussion led to a further question: The rule provides
454 that the party noticing the deposition "must describe with
455 reasonable particularity the matters for examination." Why does it
456 not work? A judge responded that he gets a lot of fights over
457 claims that the notice is too vague, too broad. Perhaps Rule
458 30(b)(6) should include a reminder of Rule 26(g) obligations. "I
459 get notices that the lawyer says were simply designed to start a
460 conversation." And they may come 30 days before the discovery
461 cutoff. "We need to figure out a way to get the gamesmanship out of
462 it." A practicing lawyer added that talking with other lawyers, he
463 hears stories of notices that specify 150 matters for examination
464 and failed attempts to negotiate it out, so the dispute goes to the
465 judge. "The plaintiff’s employment bar may be using Rule 30(b)(6)
466 in ways very different from antitrust cases."

467 Asking about means to get additional information led observers
468 to offer suggestions.

469 Ariana Tadler said that it is important to seek out
470 qualitative information "across the bar." The NELA observations are
471 helpful. There are many places to go to. The mass trial bar, on
472 both sides, the American Association for Justice, and so on. Her
473 practice commonly involves asymmetrical discovery, but she also
474 works in complex litigation that involves large amounts of
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475 information on both sides. "It is rare that we cannot work it out
476 cooperatively." The new emphasis on cooperation in Rule 1 "is
477 working." The 2015 refinements in discovery practice also help.
478 "Rule 30(b)(6) is used in refined ways to find out what the other
479 side has." This can help determine whether the mass of information
480 is so large as to trigger proportionality rules; given knowledge of
481 the information available on topics a, b, c, d, and e, the inquiry
482 might be limited to topics a and e. But it would be a mistake to
483 attempt to articulate new rules on the number or duration of
484 depositions. "Depositions are costly." That provides an internal
485 restraint. And be careful about even permissive rules on advance
486 provision of deposition exhibits — they can backfire. In response
487 to a question, she said that time is needed to think whether there
488 should be a distinction between parties and nonparties for Rule
489 30(b)(6). That is an illustration of why it is important to
490 actually talk to lawyers.

491 Alex Dahl reported that the Lawyers for Civil Justice members
492 are interested. "Rule 30(b)(6) is important. We spend a lot of time
493 dealing with these depositions."

494 William T. Hangley noted that the submission from the ABA
495 Litigation Section, although not a Section proposal, does come from
496 a large number of active participants. This is not a plaintiffs’
497 problem. It is not a defendants’ problem. It is in part a problem
498 of nonuniformity in practice. In another part, it is a problem of
499 inconsistency in the Rules. Lawyers generally work it out. Practice
500 tends to be helpful, cooperative. But risks remain. It would be
501 good to clarify some of the issues.

502 Frank Sylvestri indicated that the American College of Trial
503 Lawyers federal courts committee is interested in these questions.

504 Judge Ericksen asked whether the Subcommittee should continue
505 to inquire into attempts to ask about contentions. A judge
506 responded that this does happen, but "trying for contentions in
507 deposing a lay witness just does not make sense." Another judge
508 noted that Rule 33 clearly provides that contention discovery can
509 be deferred to a late point in the case; allowing it in a
510 deposition, without that sort of court control, seems
511 inappropriate. Still another judge asked why is there a need to
512 address this kind of discovery for Rule 30(b)(6) depositions but
513 not others. The response was that is because the deponent is the
514 organization, the witness is speaking for the party, and the party
515 is obliged to prepare the witness. It is different when deposing a
516 party who is the person being examined because the individual party
517 does not have the duty to prepare that Rule 30(b)(6) imposes on an
518 organization.
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519 The Rule 30(b)(6) discussion concluded by asking whether these
520 questions should be pursued further by the Subcommittee. Should it
521 work to further develop the draft rule language? The value of
522 drafting is its role as a reality check. Working on language tends
523 to bring out problems that otherwise might be overlooked. The work
524 will continue.

525 Continued work on rule drafts does not reflect a conclusion
526 that, in the end, the Subcommittee will recommend amendments for
527 publication. Much of the discussion, and the provisions illustrated
528 by the rules drafts, can be seen as best practices, something that
529 can most effectively be addressed by education of the bench and
530 bar. The Subcommittee will pursue its literature search. And it
531 will create a repository of information. All suggestions from
532 outside observers should be made to the Administrative Office.

533 Rules 38, 39, 81: Jury Trial Demand

534 Consideration of the rules that provide for waiver of the
535 right to jury trial unless a proper demand is made began with Rule
536 81(c)(3), which governs demands for jury trial when a case is
537 removed from state court. A potential ambiguity may have been
538 introduced in one part of this rule by the Style Project. Before
539 the Style Project, Rule 81(c)(3)(A) provided that there is no need
540 to demand a jury trial after removal if state law "does" not
541 require a demand. The Style Project changed "does" to "did." The
542 need for clarification was suggested by a lawyer who is concerned
543 that "did" could be read to excuse the need to demand a jury after
544 removal if state law, although requiring a demand at some later
545 time, did not require a demand by the point that the case had
546 reached prior to removal. If the courts read the new language to
547 have the same meaning as the pre-Style language, the result may be
548 inadvertent forfeiture of the right to jury trial. The Committee
549 discussed this question in April and decided to ask the Standing
550 Committee for guidance. Discussion in the Standing Committee was
551 brief and did not resolve the question whether anything should be
552 done about the arguable ambiguity.

553 Shortly after the Standing Committee meeting, two of its
554 members — Judge Gorsuch and Judge Graber — suggested that this
555 Committee should consider the jury demand procedure in Rule 38 and
556 the related provisions of Rule 39. See 16-CV-F. They were concerned
557 that it is important to increase the number of jury trials, and
558 fear that the demand requirement proves a trap for the unwary.
559 Parties who wish to exercise a constitutional or statutory right to
560 jury trial may lose the right by overlooking the demand
561 requirement. They suggested that, like Criminal Rule 23(a), jury
562 trial should become the default provision. Rule 23(a) provides that
563 when a defendant is entitled to a jury trial, the case must be
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564 tried by a jury unless the defendant waives a jury trial in
565 writing, the government consents, and the court approves.

566 Exploration of these questions will begin with research by the
567 Rules Committee Support Office. One question will be historical.
568 The Committee Note for the 1938 Rules states that the demand
569 procedure was adopted after looking to models in the states and
570 other common-law jurisdictions, and that the period was set at 14
571 days after the last pleading addressed to the issue after examining
572 a wide range of periods adopted by other rules. There is a
573 reference to an article by Professor Fleming James, who served as
574 a consultant to the Committee; the article focuses on
575 administrative concerns, with a hint at concerns about strategic
576 behavior. Can more be found out about the reasons that prompted
577 both adoption of a demand procedure and an early cut-off for the
578 demand?

579 A search also will be made to determine whether there are
580 local rules that address demand procedure. And experience under
581 state rules will be explored — they vary widely, but many of them
582 allow demands to be made later in the proceedings than Rule 38
583 allows, and some, as reflected in Rule 81(c)(3)(A), do not require
584 a formal demand at any time.

585 The more elusive part of the research will attempt to
586 determine whether there is any reliable way to estimate the number
587 of cases in which a party who wishes a jury trial has lost the
588 right by failure to make timely demand and by failing to persuade
589 the court to allow an untimely demand under Rule 39(b). It may be
590 difficult to get more than anecdotal evidence on this point.

591 Another part of the inquiry must ask whether it is important,
592 or at least useful, to know early in the proceedings whether the
593 case is to be tried to a jury. Is it more than a matter of
594 convenient administrative trial-scheduling practices? Or a concern
595 that a party who was content to waive jury trial early in the
596 action may, as proceedings progress, come to want a jury because
597 its position does not seem to be winning favor with the judge?
598 (This possible concern seems likely to arise only when a case
599 remains with the same judge from beginning through trial; it seems
600 likely that practice in the 1930s was different in this respect.)

601 If the conclusion is that some relaxation of the demand
602 procedure is desirable, many drafting questions will need to be
603 addressed. The choices will range from abolition of any demand
604 requirement through a mere extension of the time when a demand must
605 be made. Adopting jury trial as the default that prevails unless
606 the parties opt out could be implemented by a procedure that
607 requires express written waiver by all parties; the court’s
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608 approval might also be required, as in Criminal Rule 23(a). A
609 further drafting choice must be made whether to complicate the rule
610 by addressing the problem that it is not always clear whether there
611 is a constitutional or statutory right to jury trial. The merger of
612 law and equity has led to decisions that expand the right to jury
613 trial in comparison with pre-merger practice, but the details may
614 be murky. Issues common to legal and equitable relief must be tried
615 to the jury, and the verdict binds the judge. But it may be
616 difficult to untangle closely related but separate issues. More
617 generally, the process of analogy to the common law of 1791 may not
618 always yield clear answers when asking whether a novel statutory
619 action entails a Seventh Amendment right to jury trial. Criminal
620 Rule 23 does not address such questions, but the right to jury
621 trial in criminal cases may be free from complications similar to
622 those that occasionally arise in civil actions. One resolution
623 would be to include rule text that recognizes the right of any
624 party who prefers a bench trial to raise the question whether there
625 is a right to jury trial.

626 Discussion began with the observation of a judge that in more
627 than 20 years on the bench, he could not remember more than 2 or 3
628 litigants who had lost a desired right to jury trial. But that does
629 not diminish the value of attempting a more comprehensive inquiry.
630 It also might be asked whether a party who has forfeited the right
631 to jury trial by failing to make a timely demand will be inclined
632 to settle rather than face a bench trial. There might be an
633 independent value in adopting an all-parties waiver provision. The
634 question of court approval also should be considered. One variation
635 would be to revise Rule 39(b) to allow the court to order a jury
636 trial on its own.

637 Another judge noted similar experiences — there are few cases
638 of inadvertent forfeiture. One way to inquire further may be to
639 research cases that deal with late requests, but disposition of
640 these requests may not often make it into reports or electronic
641 repositories. And a party may react to its failure to make a timely
642 demand by settling rather than attempting to win permission to make
643 an untimely demand.

644 Turning to the question whether and why it is useful to know
645 early on about the mode of trial — to a judge or to a jury — a
646 Committee member suggested there is a lot of value in knowing. The
647 mode of trial impacts mediation. It also may affect summary-
648 judgment practice, which may be blended with "trial" when trial is
649 to be to the judge. Managing a jury calendar will be helped, and
650 trial scheduling will be helped. "I’m all for more jury trials,"
651 but no one seems to be getting trapped in practice.

652 Another Committee member said that "everyone demands jury
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653 trial so they don’t waive it." They may not know until later in the
654 case whether they really want a jury trial. It may make sense to
655 extend the time for demands so better-supported choices are made
656 and so as to avoid the complications when a party who demanded jury
657 trial decides to abandon a demand that other parties may wish to
658 enforce. The removal situation is the only setting that is at all
659 likely to generate inadvertent waivers, especially on remand from
660 an MDL court to the court where the case was initially filed. The
661 need to demand a jury trial is likely to get lost from sight at
662 times. This could be addressed by a rule provision.

663 A judge agreed that the issue seems to arise only in MDL
664 proceedings. He also noted that he has had criminal cases in which
665 the defendant wants to waive jury trial but the government insists
666 on it.

667 Draft Rule 5.2(i)

668 Rule 5.2 was adopted as a joint project with the Appellate,
669 Bankruptcy, and Civil Rules Committees. The purpose was not only to
670 provide for omitting sensitive personal information from court
671 filings but also to achieve uniform provisions in each set of
672 rules.

673 The Committee on Court Administration and Case Management
674 suggested that the Bankruptcy Rules Committee should study the need
675 to revise Bankruptcy Rule 9037 to provide an explicit procedure for
676 redacting personal identifiers inadvertently included in court
677 filings. It made the suggestion because of reports that creditors
678 often file thousands of claims, frequently in different courts,
679 without properly abbreviating personal information as required by
680 Rule 9037. The Bankruptcy Rules Committee responded by drafting a
681 proposed Rule 9037(h). Rule 9037(h) would provide for a motion to
682 redact the improperly filed information. Although the Bankruptcy
683 Rules Committee was prepared to recommend publication of this
684 proposal last summer, it agreed to defer publication to enable the
685 Appellate, Civil, and Criminal Rules Committees to study the
686 possibility of recommending parallel proposals.

687 The draft Rule 5.2(i) included in the agenda materials
688 reflects a process of friendly cooperation among the Reporters for
689 the Bankruptcy Rules and the Civil Rules. Some drafting details
690 remain to be ironed out if Rule 5.2(i) is to proceed to a
691 recommendation to publish. The Criminal Rules Committee is
692 uncertain whether it should recommend a parallel draft, and the
693 Appellate Rules Committee is content to depend on the outcome in
694 the other Committees because Appellate Rule 25(a)(5) adopts the
695 other rules as appropriate.
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696 Three questions remain: If the Civil Rules were treated
697 independently, is there any sufficient need to add an express
698 provision governing a motion to redact? If there is no sufficient
699 independent need, should a provision be adopted nonetheless in
700 order to maintain uniformity with the Bankruptcy and Criminal
701 Rules? And if some form of Rule 5.2 is to be recommended for
702 publication, what further efforts should be made to work through
703 the drafting issues that remain following recent efforts to
704 reconcile Rule 5.2 with Rule 9037(h)?

705 The need for an express Rule 5.2 procedure for a motion to
706 redact may be less than the need in Bankruptcy. Bankruptcy may face
707 a distinctive need for a uniform procedure not only because of the
708 frequent occurrence of unredacted filings but also because the same
709 unredacted filings may be made in different courts. It may well be
710 that the problem is sufficiently less widespread in civil actions
711 that parties and the courts can work out appropriate corrections
712 without difficulty. The fact that the Committee on Court
713 Administration and Case Management addressed its concerns only to
714 the Bankruptcy Rules Committee may support an inference that
715 problems have not been widely reported for civil or criminal
716 filings.

717 The independent value of uniformity across the Bankruptcy,
718 Civil, and Criminal Rules also may be uncertain. The present rules
719 are not perfectly uniform — departures were made to reflect the
720 different circumstances that arise in each type of proceeding. That
721 fact alone may reduce whatever risk there might be that
722 inappropriate inferences might be drawn, or at least argued, from
723 the absence of provisions parallel to proposed Rule 9037(h) in the
724 Civil or Criminal Rules.

725 If a decision is made to move forward toward a recommendation
726 to publish, the remaining drafting questions will be addressed
727 under the auspices of the Administrative Office as referee and
728 arbiter.

729 Discussion began with a reminder that it is generally better
730 to avoid adding new rule text unless there is a genuine need. And
731 there are different aspects to uniformity. When separate sets of
732 rules choose to address the same problem, care should be taken to
733 adopt uniform terms to the extent that the underlying problems are
734 uniform. But it is not as important to ensure that when one set of
735 rules undertakes to address a particular problem the other sets
736 also address the problem. As here, the needs confronting one branch
737 of practice may be different from those that arise in the others.

738 A judge said that unredacted filings in civil actions result
739 from simple oversight. Lawyers typically recognize the problem and
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740 want to fix it. The draft rule seems to require a motion to permit
741 the fix, more work than is necessary for a result that can be
742 accomplished more efficiently.

743 Judge Goldgar said that unredacted filings in bankruptcy also
744 result from simple mistakes. Creditors or the debtor simply file
745 attachments without recognizing the presence of personal
746 identifiers. It is not correct to characterize the recommended
747 motion as a motion to redact. It is rather a motion to replace the
748 original unredacted filing with a redacted filing. The court does
749 not itself make the redaction. He later elaborated that the problem
750 arises in bankruptcy because "so much personal information is
751 bandied about." Creditors file lots of documents. "Debtors’ lawyers
752 make this mistake all the time." If you do not provide an express
753 remedy for mistakes, you lose uniformity.

754 Doubts were expressed whether an express provision in Rule 5.2
755 is needed, coupled with uncertainty whether the interest in uniform
756 provisions among the rules outweighs the lack of any independent
757 need.

758 Laura Briggs noted that "Overall, we get them filed all the
759 time." The Clerk’s Office automatically restricts access to the
760 unredacted filing so that only the parties may access it, and asks
761 the attorneys to refile. The Clerk’s Office then substitutes the
762 redacted filing for the original filing. It is not clear that there
763 is any need for a new rule provision, but there is an argument for
764 uniform provisions. Her court has ECF guidelines that address
765 redaction.

766 A judge noted that her Clerk’s Office does exactly the same
767 thing — it limits access and asks the parties to fix the filing.

768 Another judge suggested that the court clerks should not be
769 responsible for policing unredacted filings, and that we should be
770 reluctant to impede easy corrections through ECF procedures.

771 Another judge observed that his court sees "enough documents
772 with personal information, but I suspect bankruptcy may see more."

773 The first question put to the Committee was whether anyone
774 thought draft Rule 5.2(i) should not be pursued further. The
775 Committee voted not to proceed further by 8 votes to 6. But it was
776 agreed that the project might be resurrected if other committees
777 urgently ask for uniformity.

778 Rule 45(b)(1)

779 The State Bar of Michigan Committee on United States Courts
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780 has suggested that Rule 45(b)(1) be amended to expand the methods
781 for serving subpoenas. The suggestion is 16-CV-B.

782 Rule 45(b)(1) blandly directs that "[s]erving a subpoena
783 requires delivering a copy to the named person." It does not say
784 what method of delivery is required. But most courts read it as if
785 it requires delivery to the named person personally. There are
786 minority views that recognize delivery by mail, or that recognize
787 delivery by mail if diligent attempts to make personal delivery
788 fail. And occasionally a court accepts delivery by some other
789 means. One reason to consider the question would be to establish a
790 uniform meaning.

791 Identifying the best uniform meaning would remain to be
792 decided. The Michigan Bar recommendation is that service of a
793 subpoena is a less important event than service of the summons and
794 complaint that initially brings a party into a civil action. It
795 makes sense, from this perspective, to allow service by any of the
796 means provided by Rule 4(e), (f), (g), (h), (i), or (j). In
797 addition, their suggestion would allow service "by alternate means
798 expressly authorized by the court."

799 The method of service was considered during the work that led
800 to the extensive revisions of Rule 45 adopted in 2013. An extensive
801 research memorandum by Andrea Kuperman, the Rules Law Clerk,
802 supplied detailed information on case-law developments that
803 confirms the research supplied to support the present suggestion.
804 The Subcommittee included service as one of the 17 questions to be
805 addressed, but concluded that no change was needed. One concern was
806 that personal service is a dramatic event that impresses on the
807 witness the importance of compliance. The Committee, without
808 extensive discussion, approved the Subcommittee recommendation that
809 revision was not needed.

810 Despite this recent history, there may be reason to consider
811 the question further. At a minimum, it might help to add an express
812 provision authorizing the court to approve service by means other
813 than in-hand service. Highly reliable means may be available in a
814 particular case that ensure actual service at lower cost and with
815 no delay.

816 Going beyond case-specific orders, there is some attraction to
817 the view that the several Rule 4 methods of service could be
818 incorporated. The provisions in Rules 4(e) and (h) for service on
819 individuals and entities may be the easiest to adopt by analogy.
820 Service on an individual by leaving a subpoena at the individual’s
821 dwelling or usual place of abode with someone of suitable age and
822 discretion who resides there may be as well justified as service of
823 a summons and complaint by this means. But it is not as simple to
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824 consider service on an agent authorized by appointment or by law to
825 receive service of a subpoena. Apart from the question whether many
826 individuals have appointed agents for service of process, how often
827 does the appointment extend to service of a subpoena? And —
828 remembering that a subpoena issues from the federal court where the
829 action is pending but can be served in any state — what
830 complications might flow from following state law for serving a
831 summons in the state where the subpoena is served? Moving from
832 these common and relatively simple situations to include service on
833 an infant or incompetent person, service abroad (which may be
834 governed by conventions different from those that apply to service
835 of initiating process), and so on through the rest of Rule 4 raises
836 additional uncertainties.

837 The analogy to Rule 4 suggests a further possibility: just as
838 an intended defendant may agree to waive service of the summons and
839 complaint, there may be some value in a rule provision that
840 expressly recognizes agreements to accept service by specified
841 means or to waive formal "service" entirely.

842 Serious work on the means of service might explore still
843 greater complications. An obvious one is whether distinctions
844 should be drawn between party witnesses and nonparty witnesses.
845 When a party is represented by an attorney, for example, service of
846 other papers is made on the attorney; service of a subpoena on the
847 attorney might be still more effective than service directly on the
848 party client. It also might be sensible to provide means of
849 minimizing delay and disruption when a witness has actually
850 received a subpoena — there is something incongruous about a motion
851 to quash a subpoena on the ground that although it has been
852 received, it should be ignored and replaced by further efforts to
853 serve by formally correct means.

854 Discussion began by asking whether there is sufficient reason
855 to take up a topic that was considered and put aside a few years
856 ago. In some circumstances there may be convincing reasons that
857 justify reconsideration after only a short interval. It is not
858 apparent that sufficient reason appears here, although the Michigan
859 Bar suggestion speaks of a plague of delay and expense. Is that
860 reason enough?

861 A judge asked whether there indeed is a plague — judges do not
862 often see these questions.

863 A Committee member observed that she had thought that service
864 by mail is proper. The rule should be clarified. "I thought I knew
865 what it means. Rules should tell us these simple things."

866 A judge echoed the thought: "Why not say what ‘delivery’
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867 means"? The cases offer different interpretations. That may be
868 reason enough to clarify the rule.

869 Another Committee member observed that this question was not
870 a major focus of the recent Rule 45 revision discussions. The
871 thought seemed to be only that there was no big need for change.
872 This view was seconded — the issue did not seem as important as
873 many others that commanded the attention of the Subcommittee and
874 Committee. 

875 Still another Committee member noted that states often follow
876 the federal rule on service. The Michigan rule calls for
877 "delivery." Any amendment of Rule 45 is likely to make work for
878 state rules committees.

879 The conclusion was that the Administrative Office staff should
880 be asked to explore further the possible reasons for pursuing these
881 questions.

882 Pilot Projects

883 Judge Bates opened the discussion of pilot projects by noting
884 that the pilot projects have been developed by a working group that
885 includes members from the Standing Committee, this Committee, and
886 the Committee on Court Administration and Case Management. Judge
887 Grimm, a former Civil Rules Committee member, chairs the working
888 group. The two pilot projects have reached the final stages of
889 development and description.

890 The Expedited Procedures pilot is designed to expand the use
891 of practices that many judges adopt under the present Civil Rules.
892 No changes in rule texts are contemplated. The purpose is to
893 demonstrate the values of active case management, hoping to promote
894 a culture change. The practices aim at: (1) holding a scheduling
895 conference and issuing a scheduling order as soon as practicable,
896 but no later than the earlier of 90 days after any defendant is
897 served or 60 days after any defendant appears; (2) setting a
898 definite period for discovery of no more than 180 days and allowing
899 no more than one extension, only for good cause; (3) informal and
900 expeditious disposition of discovery disputes by the judge; (4)
901 ruling on dispositive motions within 60 days of the reply brief,
902 whether or not there is oral argument after the reply brief; and
903 (5) setting a firm trial date that can be changed only for
904 exceptional circumstances, allowing flexibility as to the point in
905 the proceedings when the date is set but aiming to set trial at 14
906 months from service or the first appearance in 90% of cases, and
907 within 18 months in the remaining cases. Work is proceeding on a
908 Users Manual. Mentor judges will be made available to support
909 implementation in the pilot courts. The goal is to have the project
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910 in place in 2017, to run for a period of three years. Means of
911 measuring the results are a central part of the project.

912 The Mandatory Initial Discovery pilot seeks to test new
913 procedures to see whether experience will support amendments of the
914 present rules. It is based on a model standing order to respond to
915 uniform discovery requests by providing information, both favorable
916 and unfavorable, without regard to whether the responding party
917 plans to use the information in the case. These requests supersede
918 the initial disclosure provisions of Rule 26(a)(1). The pilot does
919 not allow the parties to opt out. It calls for discussion at the
920 case-management conference. Answers, counterclaims, and crossclaims
921 are to be filed without regard to pending motions that otherwise
922 would defer the time for filing, although the court may suspend the
923 obligation to file for good cause when the motion goes to matters
924 of jurisdiction or immunity. There are separate provisions for
925 producing electronically stored information.

926 The task of enlisting pilot courts is under way. The hope is
927 to find five to ten districts for each; no one district would be
928 selected for both projects. Districts of different characteristics
929 should be involved, both large, medium, and small, in different
930 parts of the country. Although it will be desirable to have
931 participation by every judge on each pilot court, there is some
932 flexibility about engaging a court that cannot persuade every judge
933 to participate.

934 Several judges expressed optimism about engaging their courts
in a pilot project. Others were less optimistic.

Respectfully submitted,

                                          Edward H. Cooper
                                          Reporter


